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Palisades

Recreation Center Trail

Trails offer communities the ability to access
facilities safe from vehicular traffic.
As the Palisades community considers a trail
connecting adjacent residents to the soon-tobe renovated Palisades Recreation Center, it is
important to consider the types of users welcome
on to the trail, as well as environmental impacts
and aesthetics.
Other elements to consider include*:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Vehicular access for utility maintenance
Cost to purchase and install materials
Cost of maintaining the surface
Life expectancy
Availability of material

The information in the following pages is to
provide a visual understanding of surface
materials. While some materials may allow for
increased permeability, they may not create a
surface comfortable for walking or other activities
and therefore, are not recommended.
Toole Design Group suggests that before a specific
trail surface is selected for this project, further
consideration of the benefits and uses of each be
considered.
It is recommended that the trail surface for the
Palisades Trolley Trail be consistent with good
trail planning practices and meet the needs of the
community.
*Additional information can be found on the Rails-toTrails Conservancy’s website or the National Center on
Accessibility’s National Trails Surface Study, February 2014.

Grass Grid

example material

A grass grid system is not a typical trail surface, but is
used in areas that receive limited vehicular traffic such
as overflow parking lots or emergency vehicle access.
The grid system limits grass root growth making grass
maintenance more difficult and not suitable for locations
already experiencing wear. The soil compaction needed
for installation also has negative effects on stormwater
infiltration.

Grass Grid

example material

Pervious Asphalt

example material

Asphalt is a popular trail surface especially in urban areas.
It is accessible to the disabled; comfortable for pedestrians,
novice and experienced cyclists; and requires little to no
maintenance while lasting typically 7 to 15 years. Asphalt
trails can be colored to create a more natural aesthetic.
Pervious asphalt has a stone structure and sub-base
that allows water to permeate through, though regular
sweeping and vacuuming are necessary.

Pervious Asphalt

example material

Pervious Asphalt

example material

Crushed Stone

example material

Crushed stone is popular as a trail surface because it is
inexpensive, permeable, can complement the aesthetic of
the natural landscape, needs only moderate maintenance
on flat trail surfaces and (depending on stone type and
compaction) can accommodate a variety of trail users
including runners, walkers, slow-cyclists and some
disabled users.

Crushed Stone

example material

Crushed Stone

example material

Permeable Pavers

example material

Similar to the grass grid system, the permeable paver
system is not a typical trail surface, but is recommended
in low-use / heavy vehicle applications. Without
extensive maintenance, grass tufts growing through the
paver system can create a hazardous surface for all users
especially pedestrians.

Permeable Pavers

example material

Material

comparisons

Below are photo renderings of various surface-types placed along the Palisades Trail corridor to provide visual
comparisons. Basic pros and cons of each surface-type are provided. Toole Design Group did not visit the corridor
and does not necessarily recommend trail surfaces listed below for trail construction or within this particular corridor.
GRASS GRID
PROS: Permeable surface that will allow vehicular use
without creating tire ruts in the trail corridor.
CONS: Less permeable than grass. Requires significant
maintenance. Most likely hazardous to pedestrians,
runners, etc.

PERVIOUS ASPHALT
PROS: Somewhat permeable surface. Material lasts
typically 7 to 15 years. Provides smooth surface for use by
people in wheelchairs, walking, and novice bicyclists.
CONS: Surface needs to be swept and vacuumed regularly
for surface to remain pervious. Construction of sub-base
may affect root system of adjacent trees.

CRUSHED STONE
PROS: Permeable surface. Provides comfortable surface
for walking, jogging, intermediate bicyclists.
CONS: Needs somewhat regular maintenance. Best if
installed on flat surfaces with little to no stormwater
issues. Not wheelchair accessible and may be difficult to
use for novice bicyclists.

PERMEABLE PAVERS
PROS: Somewhat permeable surface.
CONS: Difficult for use by people jogging, walking, and
bicyclists due to height differences between pavers and
permeable spaces. Not accessible to users in wheelchairs.
Needs extensive maintenance.

Example

trail surfaces

Atlanta Beltline Trail
Concrete surface

Copenhagen, DK greenway
Asphalt bike & exposed aggregate walk path

Trail in Alabama
Asphalt surface

David Lam Park, Vancouver, BC
Asphalt bike & brick paver walk path

East Bank Esplanade, Portland, OR
Simple trail wayside

Harbor Boulevard Parkway, Los Angeles, CA Asphalt
bike & stone paver walk path

Atlanta Beltline Trail
Concrete surface with bridges

Capital Crescent Trail
Concrete bridge & asphalt trail

Charlottesville, VA trail
Asphalt surface

Monon Trail, Indiana
Asphalt surface

Copenhagen, DK Cykelrute
Asphalt bike & exposed aggregate walk path

Wolf River Greenway, Memphis, TN
Asphalt surface with concrete edge accent

Clayton, NC trail
Concrete surface

Indianapolis Cultural Trail
Patterned brick pavers

Cumberland River Bicentennial Trail
Asphalt surface

Wolf River Greenway, Memphis, TN
Trail wayside & iron walk/bike bridge

Hillsboro, OR trail
Asphalt surface & simple wayside

Hinkson Creek Trail, Columbia, MO
Crushed limestone surface

Englewood, CO trail
Asphalt surface

Maine trail
Crushed stone surface

Maryland trail
Stone dust surface

Maryland trail
Crushed stone surface

Minnesota Prairie Trail
Asphalt surface

Minnesota trail
Asphalt surface

C&O Canal Trail, MD
Crushed stone surface

Maryland trail
Stone dust surface

San Pedro, CA trail
Asphalt bike & exposed aggregate walk paths

